Dear Dr. Norlidah,

As all papers to be published in the upcoming issue (October) are already concluded, we have scheduled for your paper to be published in Vol. 20, Issue 1, 2017.

Regards,

Nian-Shing

On 2016/8/18 下午09:44, NORLIDAH ALIAS wrote:
Dear ETS editors,
Regarding this article entitled "wikis for a collaborative problem-solving (CPS) module for secondary school science, we would like to request if ETS can publish it in this coming issue (oct 2016). Thank you very much.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: NORLIDAH ALIAS <drnorlidah@um.edu.my>
Date: Friday, May 20, 2016
Subject: Submission for Educational Technology & Society Journal (ID 5204)
To: Stelios Sergis <steliossergis@gmail.com>, Nian-Shing Chen <nianshing@gmail.com>
Cc: Kinshuk <Kinshuk@ieee.org>, ETS Editors <ets-editors@ifets.info>, Jonathan Michael Spector <jmspector007@gmail.com>, drsaedah <drsaedah@yahoo.com>

Dear Prof Kinshuk and ETS editors,

We have just submitted the final manuscript following the instructions given. We hope that this will expidite the publishing of the article:

Wikis for a collaborative problem-solving (CPS) module for secondary school science by
Dorothy DeWitt!, Norlidah Alias*¹, Saedah Siraj¹, and Jonathan Michael Spector²

Thank you very much for the immediate response following our query.

Best regards,

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: NORLIDAH ALIAS <drnorlidah@um.edu.my>
Date: Fri, Aug 19, 2016 at 9:12 AM
Reply-To: nianshing@gmail.com
To: NORLIDAH ALIAS <drnorlidah@um.edu.my>, Stelios Sergis <steliossergis@gmail.com>, ETS Editors <ets-editors@ifets.info>, Kinshuk <Kinshuk@ieee.org>
Cc: Dorothy DeWitt <dorothy@um.edu.my>, Jonathan Michael Spector <jmspector007@gmail.com>, drsaedah <drsaedah@yahoo.com>

Dear Dr. Norlidah,

As all papers to be published in the upcoming issue (October) are already concluded, we have scheduled for your paper to be published in Vol. 20, Issue 1, 2017.

Regards,

Nian-Shing

On 2016/8/18 下午09:44, NORLIDAH ALIAS wrote:
Dear ETS editors,
Regarding this article entitled "wikis for a collaborative problem-solving (CPS) module for secondary school science, we would like to request if ETS can publish it in this coming issue (oct 2016). Thank you very much.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: NORLIDAH ALIAS <drnorlidah@um.edu.my>
Date: Friday, May 20, 2016
Subject: Submission for Educational Technology & Society Journal (ID 5204)
To: Stelios Sergis <steliossergis@gmail.com>, Nian-Shing Chen <nianshing@gmail.com>
Cc: Kinshuk <Kinshuk@ieee.org>, ETS Editors <ets-editors@ifets.info>, Jonathan Michael Spector <jmspector007@gmail.com>, drsaedah <drsaedah@yahoo.com>, Dorothy DeWitt <dorothy@um.edu.my>

Dear Prof Kinshuk and ETS editors,

We have just submitted the final manuscript following the instructions given. We hope that this will expidite the publishing of the article:

Wikis for a collaborative problem-solving (CPS) module for secondary school science by
Dorothy DeWitt!, Norlidah Alias*¹, Saedah Siraj¹, and Jonathan Michael Spector²

Thank you very much for the immediate response following our query.

Best regards,

On Tue, May 17, 2016 at 6:07 PM, NORLIDAH ALIAS <drnorlidah@um.edu.my> wrote:
Dear Prof Kinshuk and ETS editors,
Noted with many thanks. We will do it soon.

Norlidah.
Dear Dr. Norlidah,

It seems that there has been an issue regarding your final paper submission. More specifically, even though your paper had been accepted, you submitted your camera-ready paper as a revision and not as a final paper.

Kindly use the following steps in order to upload your camera-ready version as a final paper, so that it can be processed as such and proceed with the publishing process.

2. After you have logged in, please follow the provided URL (sent in the acceptance mail) for submitting your final paper [http://www.ifets.info/ets_journal/final_upload.php](http://www.ifets.info/ets_journal/final_upload.php).
3. As you can see, there is an option to Submit the presented form is entitled “ETS Final Submission Form”, so you can confirm that you are submitting your final paper. The contact authors' details are pre-filled automatically by the system with your data.
4. Fill in the requested data and upload the final documents.
5. Submit your final paper.

Please let me know if any further assistance is required.

I remain at your disposal.

Kindest regards,
Stelios Sergis
Journal of Educational Technology & Society Editorial Assistant

---

On 15 May 2016 at 14:16, NORLIDAH ALIAS <drnorlidah@um.edu.my> wrote:  
Dear ETS editors,  
Our article entitled 'Wikis for a collaborative problem solving (CPS) module for secondary school science’ which we submitted to ETS has already been accepted for publication in September 2015. We had already completed all the necessary actions for the final article in October 2015. However, we haven’t received any news on the article publication. We would like to know and hope that Prof can help us.

Thank you very much.

Yours sincerely,  
Norlidah Alias.